
Crop Baling Products 2024
Quality Matters



The CLAAS range of Crop Baling Products is designed to get the 
most from your CLAAS baler. We offer a full range of Netwrap, 
Twine and Stretchfilm for every situation. Quality is our number 
one priority, these products will not let you down, from the 
day you bale until using the forage or straw. Our aim is perfect 
knotting and wrapping every time for maximum output with 
minimum downtime.

Simplicity
Our Crop Baling Products are easy to use, starting with product 
selection. This guide has all the details you need to match the 
product to the situation. All our products have a guaranteed 
minimum length so you know how many bales you can make per 
roll. Roll markings and other smart ideas make changeovers a 
breeze. 

More than quality
We have reduced the environmental impact of our Crop Baling 
Products. We ensure zero waste in production as standard. Better 
design of every product means we maintain quality and strength 
with less plastic and more of our products now also contain 
recycled materials. Look out for more details in this guide.

Working to close the 
Baling Loop

Farmers have been closing the loop for millennia by recycling 
nutrients and organic matter to maintain fertility year after year. 
Now we have the skills and technology to do the same with the 
plastic used for bales:

Join us to close the Crop Baling loop

1. Shake & Collect
Once the bale is used, the plastic 
doesn’t go to waste. We need your 
help with shaking out the used Crop 
Baling Products to discard any crop 
leftovers before they are collected.  

4. Reuse 
The recycled raw materials are 
used to make new products which 
contain 30% recycled material.

3. Recycle 
The collected materials are 
cleaned, and processed into 
new raw materials. 

2. Collect 
We partner with collection 
companies to collect the used 
Crop Baling Products from the 
field and transfer them to the 
recycling Factory.



Netwrap

More bales, less waste, Rollatex has it all 
wrapped up
Rollatex Pro is an advanced Netwrap that improves field 
operations and bale quality.

Bale+ Technology
Advanced manufacturing produces Netwrap with long roll length 
and excellent strength at a usable roll weight. Consistent and 
uniform quality allows easy operation in the field with fewer 
stoppages. Available in 3800m and 4500m roll lengths giving 
more bales per roll and fewer changeovers compared to standard 
3000m rolls.

CLAAS Covered™
Create better round bales. CLAAS Covered™ means the 
Netwrap maintains width as it feeds onto the bale for full coverage 
to maintain bale shape, reduce losses and make handling and 
storage simple.

Less plastic
Rollatex uses less plastic per bale thanks to Bale+ technology. 
Save 218kg of plastic every 5000 bales compared to standard 
wrap (1.7m diameter with 3 wraps). There is zero waste in 
production and all rolls come packaged in post-consumer 
recycled materials.

Rollatex Care 
This is our first ever Netwrap to be manufactured using recycled 
materials. It contains 30% recycled materials as standard. 
Available in 3800m roll lengths only, it has all the quality and user 
features you expect from Rollatex Pro. 
* Limited availability



Easy to use
Rollatex Pro is packed with features to make things simple in the 
field

- Zebra asymmetrical pattern shows which direction to load the 
roll and how to unroll the bale when it is used.

- Roll end warning stripe

- EnterNet tag - the easy way of feeding in new rolls into the baler

- Guaranteed minimum roll length, not a +/- average 

- Roll carry handles

Rollatex Classic
- An economic alternative for 

all round balers
- Guaranteed 3,000m roll 

length
- Pure white colour
- Red End Warning
- Practical carry handles

Netwrap

Length Width Weight Diameter Rolls / Pallet

Rollatex Classic 3000m 123cm 28.8kg 25cm 32

Length Width Weight Diameter Rolls / Pallet

Rollatex Pro 2800m 123cm 28.5kg 24cm 36

Rollatex Pro 3800m 123cm 38.5kg 27cm 28

Rollatex Pro 4500m 123cm 42.5kg 27cm 28

Rollatex Pro summary

Rollatex Classic



Twine

Better twine, better bales
CLAAS Quadotex and Baletex twine range is suitable for every 
square baling application

Quadotex - tailor-made for Quadrant balers
CLAAS Quadrant balers offer fast output of high-density bales 
so they need twine that can stand up to the job. Quadotex 
twine offers strength, reliability and consistency to secure 
the highest density bales. Knots stay tied and crops stay 
secure from the first to the last bale with improved protection 
to minimize UV degradation. Available in two length/strength 
combinations, Quadotex sets a benchmark for high-end baling 
with strong twine using less plastic.

Spool weight Spool length Colour Spool / Pallet

Quadotex 3400 11.5kg 1170m Light Green 80

Quadotex 3200XL 11.5kg 1380m White 80

Pack weight Pack length Colour Spool / Pallet

BALETEX 130 XL 20kg 2800m White 56

BALETEX 130 XL Long 19.4kg 3000m White 56

Baltex - large spools for long baling days
Baletex twine is the best choice for standard baling 
applications. It is compatible with large and medium square 
balers including the CLAAS Quadrant range. Available in large 
spool sizes for fewer changeovers and more bales per spool, 
it offers a cost-effective combination of strength and length. 
Excellent knotting characteristics and durability in the field 
Including UV protection for save and secured outside storing. 

Baletex Care 
Every bale uses 25% less plastic through cutting-edge 
design making stronger, lighter baler twine. Zero waste and 
optimized energy use in manufacturing, mean Baletex has an 
environmental footprint to be proud of. 

- Strengthening the circular economy
- Reducing carbon footprint
- Includes 30% recycled material



Excellent strength, quality silage, Wrapex has it 
covered
Wrapex stretchfilm is strong and durable with superb cling for 
first-class silage preservation. 

Wrapex
Our most advanced silage wrap, a multi-layer blown film with 
optimal stretching and adhesive properties. Offering high 
UV protection, weather resistance and low air permeability it 
keeps silage in great condition until use. Designed to work 
with round and square bale wrappers, it is the best choice for 
ensiling crops.

Dimensions Colour Rolls / Pallet
Wrapex 750mm x 1500m x 25μ Green / Black 40
Wrapex Classic XL 750mm x 1650m x 22μ Green / Black 40

Strechfilm

Wrapex Classic XL
A cost-effective stretchfilm that balances quality, cost and roll 
length. 10% longer, you can expect 2–3 extra bales per roll 
meaning fewer roll changes during operations. Pre-stretchable 
by up to 70% and optimal layer sealing gives extremely smooth 
placement on the bale.
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